Starter Deck [ST-4][ST-5][ST-6]
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ST4-04 Palmon

I attack my opponent using a Digimon with
this card in its digivolution cards. If they
block it with one of their Digimon, does this
card's effect activate?
I attack an opponent's Digimon using a
Digimon with this card in its digivolution
cards, and use another effect to delete an
opponent's Digimon card. Does this card's
effect activate?
ST4-06 Togemon
I attack my opponent using a Digimon with
this card in its digivolution cards. If they
block it with one of their Digimon, does this
card's effect activate?
I attack an opponent's Digimon using a
Digimon with this card in its digivolution
cards, and use another effect to delete an
opponent's Digimon card. Does this card's
effect activate?
ST4-08 Kabuterimon
Can this Digimon attack if I have less than 2
memory?

No, if you declared an attack against your
opponent, this card's effect doesn't activate,
even if they use another Digimon to block it.
Yes, if you declared an attack against an
opponent's Digimon, this effect activates.

No, if you declared an attack against your
opponent, this card's effect doesn't activate,
even if they use another Digimon to block it.
Yes, if you declared an attack against an
opponent's Digimon, this effect activates.

Yes, it can. Even if your memory counter moves
to 1 on your opponent's side due to this
Digimon's [When Attacking] effect, your turn
doesn't end until the attack does.

ST4-11 MegaKabuterimon

I use this card's inherited effect to trash an
opponent's Security Card. Does the security
effect on that card activate?
My opponent has an empty security stack. If
I have a Digimon with this card in its
digivolution cards, and I use it to attack and
delete an opponent's Digimon and survive,
do I win the game?
ST4-12 Rosemon
I use this card's effect on an opponent's
Digimon. Can I attack that Digimon if it's
suspended?
I use this card's effect on an opponent's
Digimon. If that Digimon digivolves into a
different Digimon, can it attack and block
again?
I use this card's effect on an opponent's
Digimon. If that Digimon activates an effect
that allows it to attack other Digimon or
players, what happens?
ST4-14 Izzy Izumi
Can I activate this card's effect when my
opponent uses <Blocker> to suspend one of
their Digimon?

No, [Security] effects only activate when flipped
over from the security stack.
No, this effect only trashes the top card of your
opponent's security stack. It doesn't win you the
game if it's empty.

Yes. The effect simply prevents the Digimon from
attacking or blocking. You can still attack it.
No, the effect persists, even if they digivolve.

The effect preventing it from attacking takes
priority. Your opponent's Digimon still can't
attack.

Yes, you can.
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ST5-04 ToyAgumon
Does this card's inherited effect activate
Yes, it does.
even if your opponent didn't have a Digimon
in play for their entire turn?
Does this card's inherited effect activate if you Yes, it does.
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activate effects to prevent all of your
opponent's Digimon from attacking?

NEW

Does this card's inherited effect activate if
your opponent's Digimon were all deleted in
battle after attacking?
ST5-06 Greymon
Does this card's inherited effect activate
even if your opponent didn't have a Digimon
in play for their entire turn?
Does this card's inherited effect activate if
you use effects to prevent your opponent's
Digimon from attacking?
Does this card's inherited effect activate if
your opponent's Digimon were all deleted in
battle after attacking?
ST5-08 DarkTyrannomon
Can this Digimon attack if I have less than 2
memory?

No, it doesn't. They attacked this turn, so the
effect doesn't apply.

Yes, it does.

Yes, it does.

No, it doesn't. They attacked this turn, so the
effect doesn't apply.

Yes, it can. Even if your memory counter moves
to 1 on your opponent's side due to this
Digimon's [When Attacking] effect, your turn
doesn't end until the attack does.

ST5-09 MetalGreymon

Can I use this card's effect to give this
Digimon <Blocker>?
I use this card to give a Digimon <Blocker>. If
that Digimon digivolves into a different
Digimon, what happens to <Blocker>?
ST5-12 Machinedramon
Can I use this card's effect to give this
Digimon <Reboot>?
I use this card to give a Digimon <Reboot>. If
that Digimon digivolves into a different
Digimon, what happens to <Reboot>?
ST5-14 Tai Kamiya
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Yes, you can.
Digimon retain effects when digivolving or dedigivolving, so <Blocker> remains.

Yes, you can.
Digimon retain effects when digivolving or dedigivolving, so <Reboot> remains.

Can I use this card's effect to unsuspend a
Digimon that didn't suspend itself by activating
<Blocker>?

Yes, you can.
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ST6-01 Pagumon

If this card's effect reduces the number of
cards in my deck to 0, do I lose the game?

No, you don't lose the game when your deck is
empty. You will lose the game if your deck has 0
cards in it at your next draw phase, however.

ST6-08 Devimon

Can this Digimon attack if I have less
than 2 memory?

Yes, it can. Even if your memory counter moves
to 1 on your opponent's side due to this
Digimon's [When Attacking] effect, your turn
doesn't end until the attack does.

ST6-12 VenomMyotismon

Can I use this card's effect to give this
Digimon <Retaliation>?
I use this card to give a Digimon
<Retaliation>. If that Digimon digivolves
into a different Digimon, what happens to
<Retaliation>?
ST6-13 CresGarurumon
I use this card's <Digi-Burst> to trash a
purple level 3 Digimon card in the
Digimon with <Digi-Burst>'s digivolution
cards. Can I immediately use the <DigiBurst> effect to play that Digimon without
paying its memory cost?
ST6-15 Death Claw
I use this card's effect to delete one of my
Digimon with a [When Deleted] effect. Can I
activate the [When Deleted] effect before this
card's "delete 1 of your opponent's level 4 or
lower Digimon" effect?

Yes, you can.
Digimon retain effects when digivolving or dedigivolving, so <Retaliation> remains.

Yes, you can.

No. You must fully activate this card's effect, then
activate the [When Deleted] effect.

I use this card to delete one of my own
Digimon, and an opponent's Digimon. If they
both have [When Deleted] effects, which
effect resolves first?
ST6-16 Nail Bone
Can I use this card's effect if I only have
either a level 3 or level 4 purple Digimon
card in my trash?

They activate at the same time, which means the
turn player resolves their effect first.

Yes, you can. If you only have a level 3 or level 4
purple Digimon card in your trash, you can play
it.

